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Introduction

Now that the economy has mostly recovered from the Great Recession, capital spend is returning to
perform more projects, increasing the demand for qualified project resources. Unfortunately,
leadership for these new projects and programs cannot always come from within. The organization
may be unable to secure long-term funding for full-time employees, or the internal staff might simply
not have the necessary skills or experience available for critical roles. As a result, there is a high
demand for outside project managers.

When the stakes are as high as they are with project leadership positions and with their success relying
on skills and qualities that aren't immediately apparent on paper, bringing in outside talent can be a
tense and uncertain process. Even engaging with a staffing provider does not offload this high level of
risk and accountability since a firm can sell whatever candidate appears qualified enough while
bearing little of the ultimate consequences of a failed placement.

This paper will first cover the challenges organizations generally face in finding outside talent to fulfill
project leadership roles. It will then provide best practices for the organization filling these needs.
Finally, there will be a summary of what an organization should look for in a staffing firm if it decides to
engage with a partner.
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Project Leadership Roles in
Organizational Context

First, it is important to understand where these
assets fit within your organization. Every
organization has an ultimate Mission that all of
their long-term goals, yearly portfolios, quarterly
outlooks and daily operations are striving to fulfill.
The Mission often sounds clear and simple on its
surface, but there is an array of initiatives that are
critical to achieving it and limited resources to
dedicate to these initiatives.

The Mission is your organization's ultimate
destination, and projects are the vessel that get
you there, with Vision and Strategy guiding you in
the right direction. There are two key nodes to
project delivery: doing the right projects and
doing projects right.

In the pyramid to the right, “doing the right
projects” is represented by the Portfolio
Management layer. This covers both the strategy
of selecting the optimal slate of projects and the
ongoing governance to see that those projects
remain aligned to the inevitable changes in the
business environment. This includes the
responsibilities of some key organizational roles,
such as the Director of the Project Management
Office and Portfolio Managers.

“Doing projects right” is covered in the Lifecycle
Management/Project Management layer of the
pyramid. In an Information Technology
organization this layer includes Business
Analysts, Database Analysts and Solution
Architects on the Lifecycle side, and Program
Managers, Project Managers, Schedulers, and
on the Project Management side. In a
pharmaceutical organization, this would
include Clinical Research Analysts, CRO
Management, Study Director, and Medical
Affairs Director on the Lifecycle Management
side, and on the Project Management side it
includes all of the positions included in the
above IT organization example, as well as
Clinical Trial Managers. In the majority of cases
where an organization needs outside talent to
fulfill project leadership roles, it is to augment
this layer of the organization.
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The technical layer makes up the base of the
pyramid. This covers the people who actually
design and build the project deliverables. In the
IT realm, this includes Development, Quality
Assurance and Documentation. In
pharmaceutical, it includes Medical Writers, Data
Analysts, Clinicians, Quality Assurance, and
Clinical Research Associates. As we will discuss
over the course of this paper, the technical roles
on the bottom layer are in the sweet spot for
most traditional staffing firms, since functional
qualifications are apparent on-paper, making it
easier to find and validate suitable candidates.

Again, these are all just examples from
Information Technology and Life Sciences. There
are far more roles that fall under each of these
layers, and terminology will vary between PM
application areas. For example, Professional
Services and Product Development will have
different roles based on the project methodology,
as shown in the illustration below).

Challenges:
Project Managers Aren't a Gallon of
Milk

There are a myriad of challenges to acquiring
project leadership talent, and much of it stems
from one philosophic disconnect: the idea that
staffing is a commodity. A commodity, by
definition, has a low replacement cost, which is
certainly untrue of making poor hiring
decisions for project leaders, even if they are
placed for temporary staff augmentation. Far
too many organizations treat temporary
staffing like they treat grocery shopping. The
problem is that, unlike a gallon of milk, quality
varies when shopping for project managers,
and choosing the wrong “product” exposes an
organization to risks and costs them time,
money, morale, and efficiency. This impact is
compounded when the mistake happens with a
crucial project leadership position.
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While the organization looks for a replacement,
the project often goes off the rails and the
survivors are held accountable for the negative
impacts on the organization.

We can expand on this commodity goods analogy
to illustrate many of the inevitable issues that
arise.

When an organization thinks that a project
manager is just a grocery trip away, there are
unrealistic timelines for finding and on-boarding
these crucial assets.

Also, organizations often don't place enough
emphasis on drafting specific and articulate
requirements to ensure the right candidate gets
submitted. For example, organizations generally
think it's sufficient to say they need an
“Application Development Project Manager” (the
equivalent of saying you need milk with 2% fat
content) and list the necessary skills as “Good
communication skills” and “End-to-end
management experience” (the equivalent of
saying the milk needs to be white and come from
a cow). The client and staffing firm often waste
considerable time lobbing candidates and
feedback back-and-forth, when much of this can
be expedited if the organization's specific
needs—for example: experience with a tool or
within an industry—were fleshed out from the
beginning.

This is especially true for leadership positions.
The differentiator for success and failure often
does not come in the functional qualifications that
jump off the page, but in soft skills that are not
easy to identify and quantify. A PMP certification
is a valuable verification of sound project

management fundamentals, but what
determines whether they will excel as project
leaders is that they can apply this theory within
the political and cultural nuances of an
organization, keeping all parties content while
negotiating difficult compromises and
trade-offs. The vast majority of hiring
departments and even staffing firms do not
understand or appreciate this crucial
distinction and seek out the hard skills that
make managers "qualified," rather than the
soft skills that distinguish them from the field.
Skills like "political savvy" and "negotiation" do
not easily show up on a resume or even an
interview, like having experience monitoring
actuals and building plans does.

These leadership-based soft skills are
extremely valuable but often under-valued or
under-investigated. A candidate may have
those buzzwords on their resumes, which
compels an organization to pull them out of the
pile, but those skills never get put to the test in
the interview process. Without a
subject-matter expert with a hard competency
in project management directly involved in the
process, it can be difficult to validate theses
skills in candidates. To continue with the
grocery analogy, SMEs are like the food
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scientists and regulators of the FDA who ensure
that milk is being pasteurized, nutritional facts are
accurate, because the standard consumer isn't
equipped to conclude this on their own

Treating staffing like a commodity also leads
organizations to bargain shop. At a grocery store,
milk is milk, so getting whatever is on sale is wise.
So long as a staffing company is providing them
with a bevy of resumes with competitive prices
and a good return policy, many organizations will
shop there. In reality, you generally get what you
pay for. It is critical to consider the long-term
expectations rather than just the immediate
effect on the bottom line.

Not only is finding the right candidate much more
complicated than finding a good gallon of milk,
but also resolving issues post-purchase is not
nearly as simple as bringing a receipt to the store
for an exchange. There are costs in hiring and
training the wrong selection, as well giving them
the reins of your project until you realize they're
not a fit. Additionally, you have to offload them,
go through another lengthy process of finding
and on-boarding a better option all while the
project continues its journey, without a rudder to
keep it's course

While an organization may save a small
percentage of the explicit cost by shopping on the
bargaining rack, when that asset isn't the right fit,
there is a high potential for large negative impacts
on the organization. While the organization
spends valuable time and money finding a
suitable replacement, the bad news often gets
worse.

Solutions:
A Multi-tiered Approach for Holistic
Results

When a candidate is selected who is technically
qualified and managerially proficient, fits into a
proven process for delivering project success,
and that talent is fully adopted into the
organization, the chances for projects meeting
their business case are maximized. The
greatest challenges arise when dealing with a
staffing firm that is unqualified to spot
leadership talent, has little project
management process experience on staff, or
has no interest or ability to monitor
post-acquisition success.

Notice that the project manager him/herself is
only half the equation. Just as important is the
organizational context they're being placed
into. Finding a project leader is preceded by
some key questions: Is your organization
putting a project manager in an environment
where they're going to succeed? If not, what
can you do to reduce the risk of failure against
the known barriers that your Project Managers
are likely to encounter? Once the Project
Manager is on site, what is the plan to ensure
that he/she is fully integrated into your
organization’s culture, processes, politics,
governance, tools, and people?

A true project leadership staffing solution, then,
integrates all facets of People, Process,
Technology and Governance (PPTG). The result
is a multi-tiered approach, as seen here:
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Let's zoom into each of these, starting at the base.

Talent Sourcing & Selection

While this paper emphasizes the other elements
of the approach, there's no denying that the
Talent Sourcing & Selection is the heart of the
best practice, which has its own process within it:

Communicate Process and Define
Requirements

The first step is to identify the requirement, then
approve and budget it.

Then, there needs to be an in-depth discussion of
what is needed. This definition of accurate
position requirements must be intensive because
it will drive the search and frequently be reprised
and revised if the ideal “Ten-out-of-Ten” candidate
isn't readily available. What you put in is what
you get out. The more generic the requirements
are, the more time will be spent on fruitless cycles
searching and reviewing imperfect candidates
until the requirement is refined to the point that
the hiring firm is looking for the right skills. To
continue the milk analogy, if you want chocolate

milk, now is the time to decide that before
wasting man-hours searching for regular milk.
Inaccurate or non-specific inputs will give you
the wrong outputs, and remember the
considerable costs associated with wasting
cycles on the wrong candidates.
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available. What you put in is what you get out.
The more generic the requirements are, the
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searching and reviewing imperfect candidates
until the requirement is refined to the point
that the hiring firm is looking for the right skills.
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To continue the milk analogy, if you want
chocolate milk, now is the time to decide that
before wasting man-hours searching for regular
milk. Inaccurate or non-specific inputs will give
you the wrong outputs, and remember the
considerable costs associated with wasting cycles
on the wrong candidates.

Decide what the right ratio of technical versus
leadership talent is needed for this role, as well as
what demeanor and disposition the candidate will
need to have to be a culture fit. Then, set realistic
expectations for price and timeline based on this.
Pricing is key. Too low of a price, you will have
inexperienced candidates as well as a potential
flight risk. The price is dictated by the market and
industry standards.

To provide an example of how much detail you
will need, here is an example position
requirement information form:

Once a clear position description has been
developed, confirm the process and cadence
for the screening and selection phase. This
sets realistic expectations of how things will
progress and will result in a plan and timeline
for the interview, selection, and hiring. In the
case of where an organization is engaged with
a staffing firm, this will make up the substance
of the Service Level Agreement to ensure that
there are no process gaps or timing gaffes
between the two organizations that let top
talent slip through the cracks.

Ensure the internal constituents—including
Human Resources, Finance, project team
members, hiring manager, and
stakeholders—are in agreement on the various
priorities each party has (for example: cost,
speed, various skills). If there are
disagreements, resolve them now so that the
expectations are in alignment with everyone's
desires and deliverable realities.

Initiate Search

Next, you will need to decide how to fill the
need. This is where decisions are made as to
whether the skills exist within the organization.
If not, you will need to evaluate if you can call
upon your internal recruiting capabilities, such
as HR, or if you should engage third parties to
source the talent from outside.

If you decide to go down the path of outside
sourced resources, you will need to select an
appropriate partner. Much of this paper
addresses what qualities an organization needs
to look for in a staffing firm in order to obtain
excellent project leadership talent. See the
Closing Comments for a summary of the
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questions an organization needs to ask to find the
appropriate staffing partner.

Next, communicate the requirement to the
selected staffing partner(s).

Finally, gather resumes. If engaged with a staffing
firm, this is when they'll submit their candidates
to you for your review and feedback. As covered
in the concluding section, precision should take
precedence over quantity. You shouldn't be
doing the work of narrowing down candidates for
the firm.

Once you receive the first round of candidates,
you may receive feedback on what talent is
available and if the requirement needs to be
adjusted. Input from SMEs both within your own
organization and the staffing firm will come in
handy if adjustments are and recommended.

Review/Compare/Select for Follow-Up

Now, you begin screening resumes. Be sure to
use candidates' past results to validate skills. You
can create a skills-versus-results matrix by setting
up columns of necessary skills and filling in rows
of results. This matrix can be used as a scoring
model for objectively comparing candidates.
These skills should be separated out by technical
skills, leadership abilities, cultural fit, and
disposition. If you are engaging with a staffing
firm they should walk you through each
candidate's resume and make comparisons. The
staffing firm should be guiding you through the
process and be there to answer any questions
you may have regarding the candidate. Again,
their job is to take the burden of the heavy lifting
off of you.

You should have a gap analysis for candidate
skills against necessary skills to short-list
qualified candidates. This will further enable
you to fine-tune requirements based on
short-comings of the first round of resumes.

Respect for the candidates is paramount
throughout this process. Once again, they are
not commodities. Be crisp and timely with
scheduling and running each rounds of
interviews. A misstep on your part risks losing
a great leader. The best candidates will be
considering competing opportunities. There is
a very high intangible value in building a
rapport with candidates. If you are not
respectful of candidate's time, then the
candidate may go out into the field and spread
negativity about the organization, which can
have long-term serious impact on the
reputation or your organization. For example,
many candidates frequent websites like
GlassDoor that provide information on
employers in a social media format.

If working with a staffing firm, feedback should
be provided to them in a timely fashion as well.

Prepare for Candidate Interview

In preparing for the candidate interview, you
can use the skills-versus-results matrix that you
developed in the last stage to determine focus
areas that will be discussed and set the stage
before asking questions. Also, you will want to
prepare a candidate scoring tool for more
quantifiable comparison. Assign roles for all
internal parties that will be involved. For
example: who will handle the technical
questions and who will handle the leadership
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and soft-skills evaluation? Will it be a panel
discussion or individual interview? Will there be
multiple rounds, and if so, who will handle
follow-up interviews?

Conduct Interview

Aim for a success-based, results-oriented
interview. Drill into the candidate's ability to
deliver the results required. Make the exploration
into the candidate's abilities relevant to what will
actually be needed within their new role.

You can use the Project Management Book of
Knowledge (PMBOK) areas to validate functional
skills, but when it comes to leadership skills, you
need a scenario-based approach. Ask questions
that elicit real-life experiences the candidate has
had to validate their application of the functional
skills in a compromising environment, outside the
sterile realm of theory. For example, you can ask
the candidate what their specific role was in
rescuing a project in distress, drilling into what
personal skills from the candidate's repertoire
they brought to bear that defined the single
tipping point of getting the project back on the
rails. Listen deeply and be respectful.

While first impressions are important, force
yourself to postpone biases until after more
objective assessments can be made. It can help
to do a phone screen prior to a face-to-face.
Your evaluation should center the five predictors
for long-term success set out by Brad Remillard in
You're Not the Person I Hired: High Initiative,
Flawless Execution, Leadership, Past Success, and
Adaptability.

Select the Right Candidate

Coordinating among all parties, utilize the skills
versus results matrix to objectively narrow
down to the best candidate. Collect
substantive feedback from all interviewers and
include ratings and data gathered from
standard interview questions. Review the
technical skills as well as the leadership scores.

Perform a thorough reference check of
subordinates, peers, bosses, customers and/or
vendors the candidates have worked with in
the past. Remember that references are
almost always positive, so your evaluation of
these references should be graded in that
context. A sterile thumbs-up is effectively
negative. Gushing, recommendations should
be the standard for judging excellent
candidates.

This may also be where you conduct
background checks and/or drug screens.

Again, be sure to provide timely feedback to all
parties that invested their valuable time.

Conduct the Post-Decision Process

Once you've found the right candidate, it's time
to communicate your decision and develop a
comprehensive on-boarding plan. Have a
backup plan for if your first choice of candidate
is no longer available or has accepted a
counter-offer. This part of the process has
become more crucial as highly skilled
candidates are in high demand with multiple
companies vying for the best talent. Someone
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within the organization needs to take point with
the candidate, talk to them regarding the
counter-offer and be prepared to sweeten the pot
if necessary or renegotiate. If engaged with a
staffing firm, a good firm is already preparing
contingencies, managing the situation, and being
proactive prior to submitting the candidate. Call
upon their expertise in negotiating offers, be
open with your concerns and changes, and they
will help you get across the finish line. Retaining
candidates is much more easily achieved if you
are communicating with the candidate and
staffing firm in a timely fashion throughout the
process.

Once you have the candidate on-board, it is time
to adopt them into the organization.

Processes

The organization's project management
philosophy is the foundation for defining the
structure the candidate will have to fit into. It's
the reality that defines what the candidate will
have to survive in. In order for an organization to
have an intimate understanding of what skills it
needs, it has to have the methodological
foundation. Self-awareness and reflection of the
true culture is valuable; denial and white lies do
no good here. As the organization gets a sense of
what is available, it is crucial to understand what
qualities can be compromised or re-prioritized in
the process of ever-refining the requirements.

For this reason, subject matter experts need to be
involved in the entire process, whether they are
instilled in the hiring department of the
organization or by engaging with a staffing
organization that has that as a hard competency.

Quality Assurance

After the selection process is over, the new-hire
still needs to be adopted into the organization.
For hires made by the organization, this
includes the standard steps of procurement,
orientation, and on-boarding.

When using an outside staffing firm, though,
the firm itself should be sharing responsibility
for how their candidate fits into the
organization. The hiring organization should
be conducting regular status updates. If the
candidate was sourced by a staffing firm, they
should have their own status reporting system
with both the candidate and the client to
ensure the transition is going smoothly for
both parties. When there is a finger on the
pulse, there can be proactive intervention that
anticipates risks and potentially resolves issues
before they become bigger problems. Once
again, subject matter expertise is a big plus.
When a firm can not only recognize potential
issues before they arise, but also have an
intimate understanding of how such issues are
resolved, your relationship is primed for
success.

A service-oriented staffing firm would have
regular communications with the candidate to
monitor and manage this.

What You Need from a Staffing
Partner

This paper should not only serve as a guide on
how to find project leaders, but on what to look
for when seeking out staffing firms. We already
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referenced expectations you should have from a
reputable staffing firm, including providing a
select field of bullseye candidates and managing
the counter-offer process. Here are questions to
ask a staffing firm before engaging with them:

How do they vet out leadership skills and
project results?

An emphasis on PMP certifiable skills should be a
very big red flag and you should maybe only keep
this firm on your vendor list for technical roles. A
search of resumes and a basic phone screen is
not sufficient; if they cannot say that they have an
in-depth phone interview with a project
management expert on their team, then it is hard
to imagine how they have determined their
candidates are differentiators beyond simple
trial-and-error with past clients. They need at
least a two-step verification process to get close
enough to the bullseye to be worth your
investment.

Do they emphasize quantity or quality of
candidates?

If they pride themselves on being able to deliver
many candidates quickly, this is a red flag. The
onus should be on the staffing partner to provide
a small field of bullseye candidates, rather than
drop a pile of “qualified” resumes on your desk
and expect you to find a good fit among them. A
reputable firm will have a two-stage verification
process.

In the first stage, a staffing company gets within a
“6-inch bullseye” for both the requirement and
the potential candidates by:

• Honing skill and experience
requirements into a cogent position
description, and

• Vetting candidates through their
resume and at least two phone screens.

The secondary phone screens are with a
project management expert who can ask the
hard-hitting questions that are directly relevant
to the project needs of the client. The expert
needs to be qualified to get to the bottom of
the candidate’s real-world results that
demonstrate they are a true leader in a way
that a simple “recruiter” never could.

The second stage gets within a “1-inch”bullseye:
• Deeper screening against the

fine-tuned requirements
• References
• Skype/Face-to-face meeting
• Culture match to client environment

Any breach in this process leaves your
organization open to taking on a subpar
candidate, which as we discussed earlier,
comes at an exorbitant cost in both time and
dollars.

How do they know their candidates?

It takes an intimate knowledge to find excellent
project leaders. Did they just reach out to them
online, or do they know them? Look for a firm
that has a presence in the field of project
management. For example, they are active in
the project management community, have
worked with their contractors in the past, are
members of user groups and professional
development organizations, are attending
seminars and networking events, have an
organic network referrals, and so forth.
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Do they have project management SMEs?

Ask the prospective staffing partner if they have
the PM expertise to have a two-way conversation
about the requirements. A yes-man is a no-no.
Constructive feedback on what your organization
needs and probing questions into where the
candidate will be instilled into an organization is a
very good sign. It demonstrates the firm is
interested in understanding your corporate
culture and plugging into your specific needs
rather than simply preparing their boilerplate pile
of bargain resumes. In some cases, the firm can
even provide guidance and recommendations to
improve your environment and help your Project
Managers to succeed.

What is their post-onboarding process?

A drop-and-run approach is not acceptable. It not
only shows a lack of commitment to your ultimate
success, but also a lack of understanding of how
crucial culture fit is to the success of the talent
they provide. Do not be afraid of dwelling on the
negative. Project management is about preparing
for worst-case-scenarios, and if the firm can only
provide empty promises that their candidates are
perfect instead of having a process to ensure they
fit in perfectly, then you are taking on a risk
engaging with them.

There should be an expectation of regular
communication not just with the candidate, but
with the client as well.

Staffing Logistics

Just as all projects are unique, staffing needs for
the projects will vary.

If your organization is seeking full-time
employees, there are two options. The
standard is full-time placement for a fee, with
the usual fee being 25% of 1st-year
compensation. The other option is called
"Contract-to-Hire" or “Temp-to-Perm” with a
declining fee, where there is a recurring fee
that declines over a 6-12 month period.

If your organization is only looking for a
temporary staffing solution, there are two
additional options. The first is Staff
Augmentation, where a contractor is brought in
and paid by the hour. The second is a
managed service, where the staffing/consulting
firm uses their own staff to complete the
necessary duties. This would follow a
pre-determined service level that balances
project management capacity against a
portfolio of projects.

Since one of the common challenges for
organizations is understanding how much they
need to pay for what they get, it is helpful to
get approximate figures. Pricing varies per
industry and area of the country, among other
factors, but if you do go with a contractor, here
are the general expectations for certain tiers:

• Senior Project Managers and Program
Managers: ~$130/hr+

• Project Managers and Project Leaders:
~$100-150/hr

• Project Coordinators, Schedulers,
Project Administrators: ~$80-120/hr
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It can't be emphasized enough that these are
generalized expectations. The market sets the
price. They vary by location, supply of talent pool,
specific skill-set identifications.

Quality Assurance

A recurring thread throughout this paper is that
project leaders are different, and so it requires a
more intimate knowledge and diligent approach
to find them. Their skills are not as easily
identified on a resume as functional skills are,
their personality skills are more crucial to their
success, and their success within an organization
is heavily dependent on the environment they're
being brought into. Because they are different, a
different process is needed and this process
needs to place a higher priority on ensuring that
an organization is finding the right candidates,
selecting the best leader, and properly
implementing them into the organization.

The future success of your organization’s mission
depends on it!
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